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Abstract
Two apparently dierent forms of dealing with the numerical instability due to the incompressibility constraint of the Stokes
problem are analyzed in this paper. The first of them is the stabilization through the pressure gradient projection, which consists of
adding a certain least-squares form of the dierence between the pressure gradient and its L2 projection onto the discrete velocity space
in the variational equations of the problem. The second is a sub-grid scale method, whose stabilization eect is very similar to that of
the Galerkin/least-squares (GLS) method for the Stokes problem. It is shown here that the first method can also be recast in the
framework of sub-grid scale methods with a particular choice for the space of sub-scales. This leads to a new stabilization procedure,
whose applicability to stabilize convection is also studied in this paper. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
One of the most important problems in computational mechanics is the treatment of the incompress-
ibility. Even though this problem is well understood and there are several ways to deal with it, it is still a
subject of active research, mainly because incompressible situations appear both in solid and in fluid me-
chanics together with other phenomena that are also sources of numerical instabilities. A general stabili-
zation technique applicable to all these problems in still missing, and the incompressibility is revisited every
time a new stabilization method is proposed.
The objective of this paper is to analyze a stabilized finite element method originally designed for the
Stokes problem. However, rather than introducing a new method, the first goal is to recast existing methods
in a general framework. More precisely, it is shown here how the method presented in [1], based on the
pressure gradient projection, can be understood as a sub-grid scale method as introduced for scalar
equations in [2] and applied to systems of convection–diffusion–reaction equations in [3].
This abstraction allows one to go further and to consider the possibility of stabilizing other classical
sources of numerical instabilities, such as convection with low diusive terms, using the same ideas. This
possibility is also investigated in this paper. However, the starting point will be the Stokes problem, which
can be written as
ÿ mDurp  f in X; 1
r  u  0 in X; 2
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where u is the displacement in an elasticity problem or the velocity field in a creeping flow problem, p the
pressure, m the shear modulus or the viscosity, depending on the problem, f the vector of body forces and X
is the computational domain. For the sake of simplicity, the simplest Dirichlet condition
u  0 on oX;
will be considered throughout in the paper.
Let us introduce now some notation. As usual, the space of square integrable functions in a domain X is
denoted by L2X, and the space of functions whose distributional derivatives of order up to m P 0 (integer)
belong to L2X by HmX. The space H 10 X consists of functions in H 1X vanishing on oX. A bold
character is used to denote the vector counterpart of these spaces. The L2 inner product in X is denoted by
;  and the associated norm by k  k.
Using this notation, the velocity and pressure finite element spaces for the continuous problem are
V0  H10X; Q  q 2 L2X
Z
X
qdX
  0:
The variational statement for problems (1) and (2) can be written in terms of the bilinear forms
au;v  mru;rv; bq;v  q;r  v;
where u;v 2V0 and q 2 Q.
Having introduced this notation, the variational form of the problem reads: find u; p 2V0  Q such
that
au;v ÿ bp;v  f ;v 8v 2V0;
bq; u  0 8q 2 Q:
For simplicity, we have assumed that the components of f are in L2X.
The well-posedness of this problem relies on the coercivity of the bilinear form a and the inf–sup or
Babuska–Brezzi condition (see [4]), which can be shown to hold for the continuous problem. The first
property is automatically inherited by its discrete counterpart, which can be written as: find
uh; ph 2Vh;0  Qh such that
auh;vh ÿ bph;vh  f ;vh 8vh 2Vh;0; 3
bqh; uh  0 8qh 2 Qh; 4
where Vh;0 and Qh are the finite element spaces for the velocity and the pressure. However, the inf–sup
condition needs to be explicitly required. This leads to the need of using mixed interpolations, that is,
dierent for u and p.
The objective of stabilized finite element formulations for the Stokes problem is to modify conveniently
problems (3) and (4) so as to end up with a method for which the Babuska–Brezzi condition is not necessary
and, in particular, equal velocity–pressure interpolations are possible. Moreover, the resulting formulation
must be able to be extended to cases with skew symmetric terms in au;v (such as convective terms or
Coriolis forces), which may lead to numerical instabilities (see [5] for a description of the numerical
problems encountered when the Coriolis force dominates).
In the next section, one of such stabilized formulations is described. This method was presented in [1]
and is briefly recalled here. In Section 3 an apparently dierent method is also described. This method is
based on the sub-grid scale concept [2] and, for the Stokes problem, is very similar to the Galerkin/least-
squares (GLS) method (see e.g. [6]). Once the two finite element formulations have been fully described,
Section 4 is devoted to show the connection between both, which is one of the main objectives of this paper.
It is shown in that section that the method of Section 2 corresponds to a particular choice for the space of
sub-scales, called here space of orthogonal sub-scales. The next step is to apply this idea to a different
problem with a different type of numerical instability, such as the convection–diffusion–reaction equation
in the case of small diffusion. This is done in Section 5. Some numerical examples are presented in Section
6, and the paper concludes with the summary of the most important results in Section 7.
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2. Stabilization of the Stokes problem I: the pressure gradient projection
In this section we briefly recall the stabilized formulation presented in [1], which in turn has as main
motivation to recover the stabilization eect of some fractional step methods, as described in what follows.
2.1. Motivation: on a class of fractional step methods
Let us consider the transient Stokes problem:
ou
ot
ÿ mDurp  f ;
r  u  0
supplied with suitable initial and boundary conditions.
Let us consider also a partition of the time interval with time step size dt. If un is a known approximation
to u at time step n, the classical fractional step or projection method applied to this problem [7,8] consists of
finding un1=2, un1 and pn1 as the solution to the problem:
1
dt
un1=2
ÿ ÿ unÿ mDun1=2  f ; 5
1
dt
un1
ÿ ÿ un1=2rpn1  0; 6
r  un1  0; 7
with appropriate boundary conditions that are irrelevant for this discussion.
To uncouple (6) and (7) it is convenient to take the divergence of the first equation, which yields
Dpn1  1
dt
r  un1=2: 8
Once the finite element discretization has been performed, the discrete matrix form of the previous equa-
tions is
1
dt
M Un1=2
ÿ ÿUnKUn1=2  F; 9
1
dt
M Un1
ÿ ÿUn1=2 GPn1  0; 10
ÿ GtUn1  0; 11
dtLPn1 ÿ GtUn1=2  0; 12
where capital letters U and P denote the vectors of velocity and pressure nodal unknowns and M; K; G
and L are the matrices coming from the temporal, viscous, gradient and Laplacian terms, respectively.
From (10) and (12) it is found that
ÿGtUn1  dt Lÿ ÿ GtMÿ1GPn1  0; 13
which is obviously dierent from (11). Therefore, it is seen that whereas at the continuous level
(5) + (6) + (7) (5) + (8) + (6), at the discrete level (9) + (10) + (11) 6 (9) + (12) + (10). The continuity equa-
tion has been modified to the stabilized equation (13). This fact was observed in [9] and is the reason why
this type of fractional step methods allow us to use equal velocity–pressure interpolations.
Remark 1. The approach followed here and in [1] has been used to analyze the stabilization introduced by
the use of the Poisson equation (8) on the end-of-step velocity. However, in [10] it was shown that the
problem can be considered as a stabilized one for the intermediate velocity, with a stabilization effect similar
to that of the GLS method.
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2.2. Stabilized finite element formulation
Let us consider now the stationary problem. In order to recover the previous stabilization eect,
problems (3) and (4) can be modified to:
auh;vh ÿ bph;vh  f ;vh 8vh 2Vh;0; 14
arph;rqh ÿ anh;rqh  bqh; uh  0 8qh 2 Qh; 15
ÿ rph; gh  nh; gh  0 8gh 2Vh; 16
where a > 0 is a given numerical parameter and Vh is the velocity space without boundary conditions (that
is, the finite element space to approximate H1X). It is observed from (16) that nh is the L2 projection of
rph onto Vh.
The matrix form of (14)–(16) is
KU G0P  F0; 17
aLPÿ aGtNÿ Gt0U  0; 18
ÿ GPMN  0; 19
where subscript 0 accounts for the Dirichlet boundary conditions. If N is eliminated from (18) using (19) it
is seen that the continuity equation associated to this method is
a L
ÿ ÿ GtMÿ1GPÿ Gt0U  0;
which is very similar to (13).
2.3. Stability
Although it is not the purpose of this section to repeat the stability analysis presented in [1], it is essential
to introduce the basic ideas of this analysis in the following.
Consider the space
Eh :Vh rQh  Eh;1  Eh;2  Eh;3;
where Eh;i; i  1; 2; 3, are three mutually L2 orthogonal sub-spaces defined as
Eh;1 :Vh;0;
Eh;2 :V?h;0 \Vh;
Eh;3 :V?h :
Let Ph;i be the orthogonal projection from Eh to Eh;i, Ph;ij : Ph;i  Ph;j, i; j  1; 2; 3 and Eh;ij : Eh;i  Eh;j.
The way to show that the pressure solution of problems (14)–(16) is stable is to decompose its gradient as
rph  Ph;1rph  Ph;2rph  Ph;3rph:
As shown in [1], stability for Ph;1rph can be obtained from the momentum equation, for Ph;3rph it is
provided by the new terms added to the Galerkin ones (those involving the parameter a) and, finally,
control over Ph;2rph needs to be explicitly required through the weakened inf–sup condition
inf
qh2Qh
sup
vh2Eh;13
rqh;vh
krqhkkvhk P C > 0: 20
This condition is similar to the classical Babuska–Brezzi one but easier to satisfy (observe that the space
where vh runs is larger than for the classical inf–sup condition). In particular, it can be shown that equal
interpolations satisfy it.
Let h be the element size of a quasi-uniform finite element partition. The following result gives the
stability estimate for the solution to problems (14)–(16).
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Theorem 1. Suppose that the family of finite element partitions is quasi-uniform and the weakened inf–sup
condition holds. If aP a0h2 for a constant a0; there exists a unique solution to the discrete problem that verifies
the stability estimate
kruhk  hkrphk6Ckf k 21
for a constant C independent of h.
Remark 2. Condition aP a0h2 needs to be replaced by a1h2 P aP a0h2 to prove convergence (with a1 a
constant), that is, a must be of order Oh2. The convergence estimates proved in [1] are optimal, both in the
norm defined by the left-hand side of (21) and in L2 norms of the velocity and the pressure. The proof-
technique is similar to that used in Section 5 for the convection–diffusion equation.
3. Stabilization of the Stokes problem II: sub-grid scale methods
3.1. Model problem
Let us discuss now an apparently dierent stabilization technique, which later on will be shown to be
related to that of the previous section.
Let us start taking as model problem the system of convection–diusion–reaction equations
LU : o
oxi
AiU ÿ ooxi K ij
oU
oxi
 
 SU  F in X; 22
U  0 on oX; 23
where U and F are vectors of nunk unknowns and Ai, K ij and S are nunk  nunk matrices (i; j  1; . . . ; nsd, the
number of space dimensions).
For simplicity, assume that the algebraic bilinear form associated to K ij is positive definite. Let
W : H 1Xnunk , W0  H 10 Xnunk . The weak form of the problem is: find U 2W0 such that
BU ;V  LV 8V 2W0;
where
BU ;V :
Z
X
V t
o
oxi
AiUdX
Z
X
oV t
oxi
K ij
oU
oxj
dX
Z
X
V tSU dX;
LV :
Z
X
V tF dX:
The Galerkin finite element approximation is straightforward. If Wh is a finite element approximation to
W and Wh;0 to W0, the problem is: find Uh 2Wh;0 such that
BUh;Vh  LVh 8Vh 2Wh;0: 24
3.2. The sub-grid scale approach
It is well known that the Galerkin approximation (24) may suer from several instability problems. In
order to overcome them, we present in the following the sub-grid scale concept, originally presented for
scalar equations in [2] and extended to systems in [3].
3.2.1. Description of the method
Let W Wh  ~W, where ~W is any space to complete Wh in W. To avoid technicalities, we may think
of W and ~W as finite dimensional, with a large dimension. Likewise, let W0 Wh;0  ~W0, with ~W0 any
complement of Wh;0 in W0.
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The continuous problem is equivalent to
BUh;Vh  B ~U ;Vh  LVh 8Vh 2Wh;0; 25
BUh; ~V  B ~U ; ~V  L~V 8 ~V 2 ~W0; 26
where U  Uh  ~U and Uh 2Wh;0, ~U 2 ~W0. Let nel be the number of elements of the finite element
partition. Introducing the notationZ
X0
:
Xnel
e1
Z
Xe
;
Z
oX0
:
Xnel
e1
Z
oXe
;
and integrating by parts within each element in (25) and (26), it is found that these two equations can be
written as:
BUh;Vh 
Z
oX0
~U tniK ij
oVh
oxj
dC
Z
X0
~U tLVhdX  LVh; 27Z
oX0
~V tniK ij
o
oxj
Uh  ~UdC
Z
X0
~V tL ~UdX 
Z
X0
~V t F ÿLUhdX; 28
where L is the formal adjoint of L. Since diusive fluxes must be continuous across inter-element
boundaries, the first term of (28) vanishes. This equation is equivalent to:
L ~U  F ÿLUh  Vh;ort in Xe 8Vh;ort 2 ~W?0 ; 29
~U  ~Uske on oXe; 30
for e  1; . . . ; nel and for a certain function ~Uske that we call the skeleton of U . It is important to remark that
(29) holds for any element Vh;ort orthogonal to ~W0.
Up to now, no approximation has been introduced. The questions now are:
• How to choose Vh;ort?
• How to approximate ~Uske?
• How to solve for ~U?
3.2.2. Algebraic approximation to the sub-scales
This is the simplest answer to the previous questions. First of all ~W0 is taken as a space of bubble
functions, that is, vanishing on the boundaries of the elements (see [11,12]). This means that ~Uske  0. The
function Vh;ort is also taken as 0 (recall that (29) was obtained from (28).
It only remains to solve for ~U in (29), now in the space of bubble functions. A simple approximation,
which can be motivated by approximating the eect of ~U in (27), is
~U  s F ÿLUh; 31
where s is a nunk  nunk matrix defined within each element domain and referred to as the matrix of sta-
bilization parameters.
The final problem to be solved is
BUh;Vh 
Z
X0
~U tLVhdX  LVh; 32
where ~U is given by (31) and the adjoint of the convection–diusion–reaction operator is
LVh  ÿAti
oVh
oxi
ÿ o
oxi
K tij
oVh
oxj
 
 StVh: 33
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3.3. Application to the Stokes problem
To simplify the notation, let us consider the 2D case. The Stokes problem can be written in the form (22),
now with
A1 
0 0 1
0 0 0
1 0 0
24 35; A2  0 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
24 35; K ii  m 0 00 m 0
0 0 0
24 35;
for i  1; 2, and S  K12  K21  0. The algebraic bilinear form associated to K ij is only positive semi-
definite in this case, but the previous development is applicable now as well.
Let Uh  u1;h; u2;h; pht, Vh  v1;h; v2;h; qht and Wh;0 Vh;0  Qh. The bilinear form associated to the
problem is
BUh;Vh  m
Z
X
ruh : rvh dXÿ
Z
X
phr  vh dX
Z
X
qhr  uh dX:
Taking vh  uh and ph  qh it is found that
BUh;Uh  mkruhk2:
It is seen that the pressure is out of control. This is why the discrete inf–sup condition is needed.
The adjoint of the operator L in this case is
LVh  ÿmDvh ÿrqhÿr  vh
 
:
The problem is how to take the matrix of stabilization parameters. For this particular case it can be shown
that
s  diags1; s1; s2 34
is eective. The resulting stabilizing term is then
ÿ
Z
X0
LVhtsLUhdX 
Z
X0
s1 mDvh  rqh   ÿ mDuh rphdX
Z
X0
s2r  vhr  uhdX:
The convergence analysis of this method (see [13]) shows that the parameters s1 and s2 can be taken as
s1  c1mh2
 ÿ1
; s2  c2 h
2
s1
;
where c1 and c2 are numerical constants. This completes the definition of the stabilization method.
Remark 3. It is interesting to note that if the incompressibility condition (6) is penalized, that is, it is
substituted by ep r  u  0, the simple diagonal expression (34) for s is not enough, unless the penalty
parameter e is suciently small. It turns out that the precise condition on e is similar to that which ensures
convergence of augmented Lagrangian methods, as analyzed in [14].
4. The link between I and II
In this section it is shown that the stabilization technique presented in Section 2 can be recast in the
framework of sub-grid scale methods described in the previous section. First, a general concept is intro-
duced, which will allow us to make this identification. This general concept is applied in Section 5 to
stabilize convection.
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4.1. Orthogonal sub-scales
Recall that the basic decomposition of the sub-grid scale method is to take W Wh  ~W and
W0 Wh;0  ~W0 and that the problem for the sub-scales is (29) and (30). If  denotes an isomorphism
between two vector spaces, what we always have is that
W Wh  ~W; ~W W?h \ H 1Xnunk ;
W0 Wh;0  ~W0; ~W0 W?h;0 \ H 10 Xnunk :
The election of ~W and ~W0 is still open. A legitimate choice is to take
~W W?h \ H 1Xnunk : 35
To obtain a feasible numerical method we need to introduce some approximations. The first concerns the
choice for ~W0. First, we assume that functions in ~W already vanish on oX, and thus ~W0  ~W. Addi-
tionally we assume that W?h \ H 1Xnunk W?h , which can be thought of as a non-conforming approx-
imation for the sub-scales. Altogether, this amounts to saying that
~W0  ~W W?h : 36
With this approximation, it follows from (29) that
Vh;ort 2 ~W?0 Wh; 37
~U 2 ~W0 W?h ; 38
which means that Vh;ort is a finite element function and therefore numerically computable. We refer to this
particular choice for the space of ~U , motivated by the election (35) and the approximation (36), as the space
of orthogonal sub-scales.
We still have to approximate ~Uske in (30) and solve for ~U in (30). For that we follow the same steps as in
the algebraic sub-grid scale method. First we assume that ~Uske  0 and therefore ~U can be written formally
as
~U Lÿ10 F ÿLUh  ~Vh;ort 2W?h ;
where Lÿ10 is the inverse of L with homogeneous Dirichlet conditions and ~Vh;ort Lÿ10 Vh;ort.
From (32), which is also the stabilized equation in this case, it is seen that only the component of ~U on
LWh is needed. As for the algebraic sub-grid scale method, this suggests to approximate ~U as
~U  s F ÿLUh  ~Vh;ort 2W?h ; 39
that is, to take Lÿ10  s.
Analogous to Section 3, let Ph;12 be the L2 orthogonal projection onto Wh, with Ph;1 the projection onto
Wh;0 and Ph;2 the projection onto W
?
h;0 \Wh. Let also Ph;3 be the orthogonal projection onto W?h . Imposing
that ~U must belong to W?h , it follows from (39) that
~Vh;ort  ÿPh;12fs F ÿLUhg;
that is,
~U  Ph;3 s Ff ÿLUhg: 40
This is the expression that has to be inserted now in (32).
4.2. Application to the Stokes problem
The objective now is to show that the previous method is closely related to the stabilization based on the
projection of the pressure gradient presented in Section 2. Assume that:
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• s  diags1; s1; 0 (in 2D) is the same for all the elements (quasi-uniform meshes).
• Ph;3F  0 (the force vector belongs to the finite element space Wh).
• Linear or bilinear elements are used, with DUh  DVh  0 within each element.
Under these conditions, the resulting stabilizing term is:Z
X0
LVht ~U dX 
Z
X0
LVhtPh;3fs F ÿLUhgdX 
Z
X0
s1rqh  Ph;3 rph dX

Z
X0
s1rqh  rph ÿ Ph;12 rph dX:
Calling nh  Ph;12 rph  and using the fact that
rph; gh  nh; gh 8gh 2Vh;
the bilinear form associated to the problem is
Buh; ph; nh;vh; qh; gh  auh;vh ÿ bph;vh  s1rph;rqh ÿ s1nh;rqh  bqh; uh ÿ s1rph; gh
 s1nh; gh:
The problem can be formulated as: find uh; ph; nh 2Vh;0  Qh Vh such that
Buh; ph; nh;vh; qh; gh  f ;vh 8vh; qh; gh 2Vh;0  Qh Vh;
which is exactly the stabilized Stokes problem using the pressure gradient projection given by (14)–(16)
identifying a  s1.
5. Stabilization of convection
In the previous section, it has been shown how to apply the idea of the stabilization with orthogonal sub-
scales to the Stokes problem. However, the same concept can be applied to other problems as well, and in
this section it is shown how to apply it to stabilize convection. We start with the simple convection–dif-
fusion–reaction equation and then move to the Navier–Stokes equations as an example of problem in-
volving both incompressibility and convection.
5.1. Convection–diusion–reaction equation
Let us consider now the problem of finding a scalar function u such that:
Lu : ÿk Du a  ru su  f in X;
u  0 on oX;
41
with a a bounded and smooth solenoidal field (r  a  0), and s P 0, k > 0, the constants.
The bilinear and linear forms associated to the problem are now
Bu; v  kru;rv  a  ru; v  su; v;
Lv  f ; v:
Consider finite element spaces Vh  H 1X, Vh;0  H 10 X. To introduce the method, assume that:
• Linear elements are used.
• s is the same for all the elements.
• f 2Vh.
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Under these conditions, the stabilizing term coming from the orthogonal sub-scales isZ
X0
LvhPh;3 s ff ÿLuhgdX
 s
Z
X0
 ÿ kDvh ÿ a  rvh  svhPh;3 f  kDuh ÿ a  ruh ÿ suhdX
 s
Z
X0
a  rvh Ph;3 a  ruh dX
 s a  rvh; Ph;3 a  ruh  ; 42
and thus the bilinear form associated to the stabilized problem is
Bstabuh; vh  Buh; vh  s a  rvh; Ph;3 a  ruh  ; 43
which can be written alternatively as
Bstabuh; nh; vh; gh  Buh; vh  s a  rvh ÿ gh; a  ruh ÿ nh; 44
with Bstab now defined on Vh;0 Vh2. Clearly, this form can be also extended to H 10 X  L2X2 for the
continuous problem. In the convergence analysis presented below, we use (44) to define the problem, since it
highlights in which sense the method is consistent.
Remark 4. Even though (43) has been motivated by the use of orthogonal sub-scales and making use of
certain assumptions, it constitutes a stabilized bilinear form that can be used in any case, since the resulting
problem will be consistent. To avoid technicalities, we shall restrict ourselves to quasi-uniform meshes, but
this condition can also be relaxed by considering the stabilization parameter s defined element-wise.
The stabilized problem is then: find uh; nh 2Vh;0 Vh such that
Bstabuh; nh; vh; gh  Lvh 8vh; gh 2Vh;0 Vh:
To prove convergence, we need a rather technical condition, which is analogous to (20) but adapted to the
present problem. The version of this condition employed below is: there exists a constant C > 0 such that
ka  rvhk6CkPh;13a  rvhk 8vh 2Vh;0: 45
Using exactly the same analysis as in [1], it can be shown that this condition holds under a mild regularity
condition on the finite element mesh (all the possible macroelements have a vertex interior to X) and also on
the velocity field a.
The final ingredient needed is the following inverse estimate:
krvhk6 Cinvh kvhk; 46
which holds for any finite element function vh 2Vh if we consider quasi-uniform finite element partitions of
diameter h.
The proof of the following convergence result explains the stabilization mechanism introduced by (42):
Theorem 2. Suppose that the family of finite element partitions is such that (45) and (46) hold and the elements
are of order p. Let
s  c1 kh2

 c2 jaj1h  c3s
ÿ1
; 47
where c1, c2 and c3 are positive algorithmic constants and jaj1 is the maximum of the Euclidean norm of a.
Then, if the solution u to the continuous problem (41) belongs to Hp1X, the solution uh to the discrete
problem verifies the error estimate
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jjjuÿ uhjjj6C k1=2hp

 s1=2hp1  jaj1=21 hp1=2

; 48
where C is a constant independent of h and jjj  jjj is defined as
jjjujjj : k1=2kruk  s1=2kuk  s1=2ka  ruk; u 2 H 1X:
Proof. From the definition (44) of Bstab the following stability estimate is found:
Bstabv; g; v; g  kkrvk2  skvk2  ska  rvÿ gk2 8v; g 2 H 10 X  L2X: 49
On the other hand, the exact solution u satisfies
Bstabu; a  ru; vh; gh  f ; vh 8vh; gh 2Vh;0 Vh;
from where the following consistency condition follows:
Bstabuÿ uh; a  ruÿ nh; vh; gh  0 8vh; gh 2Vh;0 Vh: 50
From (49) applied to v; g  uÿ uh; a  ruÿ nh and from (50) we have that
kkruÿruhk2  skuÿ uhk2  ska  ruh ÿ nhk2
 Bstabuÿ uh; a  ruÿ nh; uÿ uh; a  ruÿ nh
 Bstabuÿ uh; a  ruÿ nh; uÿ vh; a  ruÿ gh 8vh; gh 2Vh;0 Vh: 51
Let u^h be the finite element interpolant of u in Vh;0 and n^h the finite element interpolant of a  ru in Vh.
Using (51) with vh; gh  u^h; n^h and Schwartz’s inequality we have that
kkruÿruhk2  skuÿ uhk2  ska  ruh ÿ nhk2
6 kkruÿruhkkruÿru^hk  skuÿ uhkkuÿ u^hk  ka  ruÿ a  ruhkkuÿ u^hk
 ska  ruh ÿ nhkka  ru^h ÿ n^hk: 52
Let us introduce the notation
E0u : kuÿ uhk; I0u : kuÿ u^hk;
E1u : kruÿruhk; I1u : kruÿru^hk;
Eau : ka  ruÿ a  ruhk; Iau : ka  ruÿ a  ru^hk;
I0a  ru : ka  ruÿ n^hk; G : ka  ruh ÿ nhk:
The finite element errors have been denoted by E and the interpolation errors by I. Noting that
ka  ru^h ÿ n^hk6 ka  ru^h ÿ a  ruk  ka  ruÿ n^hk  Iau  I0a  ru;
this notation allows us to write (52) as
kE21u  sE20u  sG26 kE1uI1u  sE0uI0u  EauI0u  sGIau  sGI0a  ru: 53
Note the presence of the finite element error of the streamline derivative Eau in the right-hand side (RHS)
of (53), which is absent in the left-hand side. When s  0 there is no way to control this term. However, we
shall see that the presence of sG2 is enough to have control over Eau.
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Using the triangle inequality and the stability condition (45) we obtain
Eau6 ka  ruÿ Ph;12a  ru^hk  kPh;12a  ru^h ÿ a  ruhk
6 ka  ruÿ Ph;12a  ru^hk  kPh;1a  ru^h ÿ Ph;1a  ruhk
 kPh;2a  ru^h ÿ Ph;2a  ruhk  kPh;3a  ruhk
6C ka  ru
n
ÿ Ph;12a  ru^hk  kPh;1a  ru^h ÿ Ph;1a  ruhk  ka  ru^h ÿ a  ruk
 ka  ruÿ Ph;12a  ru^hk  kPh;3a  ruhk
o
6C ka  ru
n
ÿ Ph;12a  ru^hk  kPh;1a  ru^h ÿ Ph;1a  ruhk  Iau  G
o
: 54
We have to bound now the first two terms in the RHS of this inequality. Observe first that
ka  ruÿ Ph;12a  ru^hk6 ka  ruÿ Ph;12a  ruk  kPh;12a  ru ÿ Ph;12a  ru^hk: 55
Since Ph;12a  ru is the projection of a  ru onto Vh we have
ka  ruÿ Ph;12a  ruk2  a  ruÿ Ph;12a  ru; a  ruÿ Ph;12a  ru  Ph;12a  ru ÿ n^h
6 ka  ruÿ Ph;12a  rukka  ruÿ n^hk;
which together with the fact that the norm of projection operators is 6 1 applied to (55) implies
ka  ruÿ Ph;12a  ru^hk6 I0a  ru  Iau: 56
Let us deal now with the second term in the RHS of (54), which can be split as
kPh;1a  ruh ÿ Ph;1a  ru^hk2  a  ruh ÿ a  ru; Ph;1a  ruh ÿ Ph;1a  ru^h
 a  ruÿ a  ru^h; Ph;1a  ruh ÿ Ph;1a  ru^h: 57
The key point to bound the first term is to use the consistency condition (50) taking
vh; gh  Ph;1a  ru^h ÿ Ph;1a  ruh; 0. Here also the inverse estimate (46) and the expression (47) of s
need to be used. This yields
a  ruh ÿ a  ru; Ph;1a  ruh ÿ Ph;1a  ru^h
 kruÿruh;rPh;1a  ruh ÿ rPh;1a  ru^h  suÿ uh; Ph;1a  ruh ÿ Ph;1a  ru^h
 snh ÿ a  ruh; a  rPh;1a  ruh ÿ a  rPh;1a  ru^h
6 k1=2E1usÿ1=2kPh;1a  ruh ÿ Ph;1a  ru^hk  s1=2E0usÿ1=2kPh;1a  ruh ÿ Ph;1a  ru^hk
 GkPh;1a  ruh ÿ Ph;1a  ru^hk: 58
The second term in (57) is easy to bound
a  ruÿ a  ru^h; Ph;1a  ruh ÿ Ph;1a  ru^h6 IaukPh;1a  ruh ÿ Ph;1a  ru^hk:
Using this and (58) it follows from (57) that
kPh;1a  ruh ÿ Ph;1a  ru^hk6 k1=2E1usÿ1=2  s1=2E0usÿ1=2  G Iau:
Using this inequality and (56) in (54) yields
s1=2Eau6C k1=2E1u
  s1=2E0u  s1=2 G  Iau  I0a  ru	: 59
Using this inequality in (53) yields
kE21u  sE20u  sG26C k1=2E1u
ÿ  s1=2E0u  s1=2Gw0h  w1h; 60
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where
w0h : sÿ1=2 hI1u  I0u  s1=2 Iau  I0a  ru
w1h : I0u Iau  I0a  ru:
Since
w0h6
1
2
sÿ1I20 u 
1
2
s Iau  I0a  ru2;
from (60) we have that
k1=2E1u  s1=2E0u  s1=2G6Cw0h:
The theorem follows from this, (59) and the standard approximation properties of the interpolation
functions. 
Remark 5. The convergence estimate (48) is the same as for the SUPG or the GLS methods [15], even in the
presence of reaction [16]. This error estimate is globally optimal. However, the local behavior of all these
methods can be quite dierent. This is further discussed in Section 6.1.
Remark 6. The stabilizing term (42) does not account for dominant reactive terms s, since the orthogonal
projection of suh is obviously zero. Therefore, the localized oscillations near boundaries appearing in these
cases are not removed by the use of the stabilization with orthogonal sub-scales (see [13] for further dis-
cussion in a more general problem). The reason for this can be traced back to the fact that (36) tacitly
implies that we seek the finite element solution as the L2 projection of the continuous solution u onto the
finite element space. These projections allow for boundary oscillations.
5.2. Navier–Stokes equations
The most important problem that combines convection and incompressibility is undoubtedly the in-
compressible Navier–Stokes equations. The problem we consider here is
a  ruÿ mDurp  f in X; 61
r  u  0 in X; 62
where a is either given for the linearized Navier–Stokes equations (Oseen equations) or a  u for the
original nonlinear problem.
The extension of the orthogonal sub-scale stabilization to problem (61) and (62) is straightforward once
the convection–diusion and the Stokes problems have been dealt with.
The adjoint of the linearized Navier–Stokes operator applied to the finite element test functions is now
LVh 
ÿr  a
 vh ÿ mDvh ÿrqh
ÿr  vh
 
:
Assuming a to be divergence free, f in the finite element space, that linear interpolations are used and
taking the matrix of stabilization parameters as in (34), the stabilizing term to be added to the Galerkin
bilinear form of the problem isZ
X0
LVhtPh;3 s Ff ÿLUhgdX 
Z
X0
s1 a  rvh  rqh  Ph;3 a  ruh  rphdX

Z
X0
s2 r  vh Ph;3 r  uh dX: 63
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The parameters s1 and s2 proposed are the same as in [13]
s1  c1mh2

 c2 jaj1h
ÿ1
; s2  c3 h
2
s1
:
In the numerical examples, we have taken the algorithmic constants as c1  4, c2  2 and c3  1. Likewise,
(63) has been employed even for quadratic interpolations and general vectors of body forces, since the
resulting method is consistent (an equation analogous to (50) holds in this case).
Remark 7. Even though the stabilizing term (63) is the one that results in a natural way from the sub-grid
scale approach using orthogonal sub-scales, it is also possible to use a sort of ‘term-by-term’ stabilization,
which would lead to the stabilizing termZ
X0
s1 a  rvh   Ph;3 a  ruh dX
Z
X0
s01 rqh   Ph;3 rph dX
Z
X0
s2 r  vh Ph;3 r  uh dX; 64
instead of (63). The parameters s1 and s01 could even be taken dierent. Dropping the orthogonal projection
Ph;3, the method reduces to that analyzed in [17], which has a consistency error that makes it only applicable
with P1 elements. The possibility of using (64) needs to be further explored.
6. Numerical experiments
In this section, some tests are conducted to show the numerical performance of the orthogonal sub-scale
stabilization, hereafter referred to as OSS. It is compared with the algebraic sub-grid scale method (ASGS),
Fig. 1. Elevation plots of the unknown for Example 1. Left: ASGS method; right: OSS method. Top: case 1; bottom: case 2.
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as described in Section 3.2.2. Therefore, the methods to be compared both consist in introducing the
stabilizing term (32), with
~U  ÿs LUh ÿ F for the ASGS method;
~U  ÿPh;3 sLUhf g  ÿ sLUhf ÿ Ph;12 sLUh g for the OSS method:
65
In both cases, the matrix of stabilization parameters is taken as indicated in (47) for the scalar convection–
diusion equation and as described in the previous section for the Stokes and Navier–Stokes problems.
Concerning the OSS method, it has been implemented iteratively, evaluating the projection Ph;12sLUh
at iteration iÿ 1 when the unknown at iteration i is sought. In all the cases, the convergence tolerance has
been taken as the 10ÿ3% of the initial residual. The computational domain for all the examples is the unit
square X  0; 1  0; 1.
Fig. 2. Elevation plots of the unknown for Example 1. Left: ASGS method; right: OSS method. Top: case 3; middle: case 4; bottom:
case 5.
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6.1. Convection–diusion–reaction tests
In this first series of tests, the convection–diusion–reaction equation (41) is numerically solved. In all
the cases, the diusion coecient is taken as k  10ÿ4, and dierent combinations of the rest of coecients
are considered. The finite element mesh employed consists of 20 20 Q1 elements. If u denotes the
boundary condition for u, the cases considered are:
1. f  1, s  0, a  0; 1, u  0
2. f  0, s  0, a  3; 2, u  1 on C1  0; 0:25  f0g, u  0 on oX n C1.
3. f  3, s  0, a  3; 2, u  0.
4. f  10, s  10, a  3; 2, u  0.
5. f  10, s  10, a  0; 0, u  0.
The elevation plots of the numerical solution in the first two cases are shown in Fig. 1 (in this and the
following figure the coordinates are measured in grid units). Both the ASGS and the OSS yield very similar
solutions in the interior of the computational domain, but the former yields smaller overshoots near the
boundaries. This, however, depends on the angle formed by the velocity and the boundary. In particular, in
the first case the overshoots near the boundaries parallel to a are almost the same using both methods.
The next three cases are intended to analyze the eect of s in the numerical solution. The elevation plots
are shown in Fig. 2. The same behavior as before is consistently observed now. In particular, when
a  0; 0 (case 5) the OSS does not act, and the same localized oscillations as in the Galerkin method
remain.
To better observe the dierence between the solutions obtained using the ASGS and the OSS methods,
they are plotted along a mid-section in Fig. 3 (corresponding to Fig. 1) and Fig. 4 (corresponding to Fig. 2).
These figures clearly indicate that the ASGS and the OSS formulations only yield dierent results near
Fig. 3. Sections of the unknown for Example 1. Left: ASGS method; right: OSS method. Top: case 1; bottom: case 2.
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layers. Since none of these methods is monotone, both are expected to yield oscillations, being stronger
those of the OSS method. However, this needs not to be considered as a bad result for this formulation.
Firstly, because comparisons should be made combining the ASGS and the OSS methods with a discon-
tinuity-capturing mechanism, and secondly because in some cases it might be convenient to use methods
able to capture steep slopes near boundaries, as the OSS method does.
6.2. Stokes flow in a cavity
Whereas in the previous example it has been shown that the ASGS yields less overshoots near
boundaries, the accuracy when a is parallel to the boundary (or zero) is higher using the OSS method. This
Fig. 4. Sections of the unknown for Example 1. Left: ASGS method; right: OSS method. Top: case 3; middle: case 4; bottom: case 5.
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point was already discussed in [1] for the Stokes problem. Here, a very simple and popular example is
considered, namely, the Stokes flow in the leaky-lid cavity, discretized now with a mesh of 20 20 Q1
elements as in the previous example. In this case, (61) and (62) are solved, with f  0, m  1, u  1; 0 as
boundary condition on y  1 (u  0 on the rest of the boundary), and two dierent vectors a. The pressure
contours for a  0; 0 (standard Stokes problem) are shown in Fig. 5 and for a  100; 0 (Oseen equa-
tions) in Fig. 6. In both cases, results are more ‘diusive’ using the ASGS method. This is observed from the
pressure peaks indicated in Table 1 as well as from the curvature of the iso-pressure lines near the
boundary, which in the ASGS case tend to be orthogonal to it.
It has to be remarked that, even though there are significant dierences in the pressure results, the ve-
locity fields using the ASGS and the OSS methods are very similar.
6.3. Convergence test for the Navier–Stokes equations
In this final example we check the convergence properties of the scheme presented in Section 5.2 when
the solution of the continuous Navier–Stokes problems (61) and (62) (now with a  u) is smooth. We
Fig. 5. Pressure contours for the Stokes problem with a  0; 0. Top: ASGS; bottom: OSS.
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anticipate that, contrary to the previous two cases considered, both the ASGS and the OSS methods have a
similar performance.
We take X as the unit square and the force term so that the exact solution is p  0 and
ux; y  f xg0y;ÿf 0xgy, with f x  x21ÿ x2 and gy  y21ÿ y2. This velocity field vanishes
on oX. The viscosity has been taken m  0:001. We have used meshes with dierent element sizes h, which
once normalized range from 0:1 to 0:025. The resulting values of the element Reynolds number are not very
high and for this particular example the standard Galerkin approach using a stable velocity–pressure pair
Fig. 6. Pressure contours for the Stokes problem with a  100; 0. Top: ASGS; bottom: OSS.
Table 1
Comparison of the pressure peaks using the ASGS and the OSS methods
Method a  0; 0 a  100; 0
ASGS 19:698=ÿ 19:698 58:365=ÿ 22:168
OSS 38:029=ÿ 38:029 89:076=ÿ 44:243
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works. Although not shown, results for the Stokes problem turn out to be very similar to those presented
below.
In Fig. 7 we have plotted the convergence of the velocities obtained with the OSS and the ASGS methods
as the mesh is refined in the discrete ‘2 norm and for both the Q1 (bilinear) and Q2 (biquadratic) inter-
polations (with the same set of nodes in both cases). This error is defined as
E 
Xnpts
a1
X2
i1
U ai
ÿ" ÿ uixa2#1=2 Xnpts
a1
X2
i1
uixa 2
" #ÿ1=2
;
where npts is the total number of nodal points, U ai the ith component of the nodal velocity at node a and x
a
are the coordinates of this node.
The optimal convergence rate that should be expected is 2 for Q1 elements and 3 for the Q2 case. From
Fig. 7 it is seen that this is approximately what has been found. For Q1 elements the absolute error of the
ASGS method is smaller than for the OSS, whereas for Q2 elements the situation is the opposite. In both
cases the convergence rate is slightly higher for the OSS method.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced a particular sub-grid scale method, which consists of taking as space
for the sub-scales the orthogonal to the finite element space. Let us recall once more that the bottom line is
to introduce as stabilizing term
ÿ
Z
X0
LVhtsPh;3LUhdX  ÿ
Z
X0
LVhts LUh ÿ Ph;12LUhdX;
where Ph;12 is the orthogonal projection onto Wh (finite element space without boundary conditions).
Fig. 7. Discrete ‘2 errors for Example 3 using Q1 and Q2 elements.
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The most important features of this method are the following:
• It has allowed us to recast within the sub-grid scale framework the stabilization of the Stokes problem
based on the pressure gradient projection presented in [1]. Recall that this method was originally de-
signed to explain the stabilization properties of some fractional step methods for the transient Navier–
Stokes equations. Therefore, the sub-grid scale concept embraces also the stabilization eect of these
techniques. It is likely that it will serve to unify other stabilization strategies within the same concept.
• The convergence analysis of the method (see [1] for the Stokes problem and Section 5 for the convection–
diusion–reaction equation) shows that its convergence properties are optimal (in global norms).
• The OSS method is less robust than the ASGS when dealing with sharp boundary layers not parallel to
the advection velocity. Numerical experiments have shown that local overshoots near these boundaries
are stronger using the first method (this, however, is not necessarily a bad result).
• Related to the previous item, the treatment of boundary values of the unknown is more ‘consistent’ for
the OSS method that for the ASGS one. This is due to the fact that it does not rely on the element re-
sidual, which has a low order of approximation near boundaries. In particular, pressure boundary values
for incompressible flows are better treated with the OSS method.
• For smooth solutions, the OSS and the ASGS have a similar numerical performance. The former is more
expensive as it needs to deal with the projection of certain terms. However, there is no need to compute
(and store!) second derivatives to obtain a consistent formulation when higher order interpolations are
employed. Moreover, for transient problems the projection onto the finite element space can be done ex-
plicitly [18]. This makes the OSS especially appealing when dealing with these transient problems.
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